HAVE FUN WITH YOUR DOG!
We offer a wide variety of classes and workshops in our huge,
indoor climate controlled training room at Up Front Farm, 128
Arneystown-Hornerstown Road Allentown, NJ 08501
FMI including dates and times, email Frankie Joiris at
fjoiris@me.com
*****

Speed, Focus, Motivation
6 week class $150
If you are struggling to keep your dog focused and fast
on course, come join us for some fun and challenging
times! Whether your dog disengages due to stress and
anxiety, has too much fun racing through obstacles
with no concern for your whereabouts, or just never
understood that agility was a speed game rather than a
pleasant stroll, this class will help you learn the skills
you need to make your team the best it can be. This
class is for dogs who are currently competing or almost
ready to compete.
Right Start Agility
6 week class $150
Get it right from the start with this fun and rigorous

approach to teaching agility from the ground up. Our
unique program has a proven track record for creating
fast, focused and enthusiastic workers who excel in the
sport regardless of breed. Solid foundation skills
increase your dog’s understanding and decrease your
frustration. This class is appropriate for dogs and
puppies who have no agility experience as well as for
dogs who have some agility experience but are not
solid on basic foundation skills.
Recreational Agility
6 week class $150
Spend some quality time with your dog burning off
excess energy, having fun, and learning new skills.
This class is for dogs and puppies of any age, no
experience necessary. The perfect winter activity for
puppies with cabin fever, or for the more sedate older
dog who needs to get in shape. Emphasis is on having
fun while learning how to navigate all the agility
obstacles.
Speedoggie Good Citizen Program
6 week class $150
Teach your dog good manners in a positive, fun and
motivational environment. A well-behaved dog is
happy and confident and a joy to be with. Bring out

the best in your relationship while learning the skills
needed to earn the AKC Canine Good Citizen title. In
addition to a fostering a wonderful relationship with
your pet, teaching basic manners using our positive,
scientifically based techniques also gives your dog a
solid foundation for any further dog sports you might
want to pursue. Dogs will have the opportunity to take
the Canine Good Citizen test during class graduation.
Foundation in Flow
6 week class $150
This class focuses on using foundation skills in
sequences and obstacle performance. Perfect both for
young dogs who have learned foundation skills on the
flat and are just starting to sequence, and for dogs who
already are sequencing but need work on basic
foundation skills (recalls to side, turns, crosses,
independent contact performance). Dogs in this class
should have been introduced to contact obstacles and
weave poles, but do not need to be proficient or
working at full height. Fun, fast paced games and
exercises incorporating short sequences will keep dogs
engaged while they are learning to master a variety of
handling challenges. Older puppies who are not yet
jumping full height will be happily accommodated!
Pre-Competition

6 week class $150
This class focuses on getting your team ready for ‘prime
time’. Handling and course analysis skills are taught
while working on polishing obstacle skills. Teams are
given the opportunity to run each course multiple times
to be able to really practice new concepts.
Dogs should be able off leash and familiar with all
obstacles, although they do not need to be proficient.

Workshops
Introduction to Disc Dog
Catching a flying disk is exciting fun, and also
great exercise. Learn how to teach yourself and your
dog the skills you need to have play the game safely.
Super Tricks
Trick training is a great way to improve your
training skills and keep your dog focused and fit.
Teach your dog ring toss, bowling and other fun tricks
that any dog can do.
Weave Pole Workout
Solid, independent weaving is possible for any

dog. Learn the skills you need to get the performance
you want in the weave poles.
Come join us and find out how much fun you and your
dog can have together while learning skills you never
thought you’d have! We are full time professional dog
trainers with decades of experience. Our proven
program is based on the latest research in how people
and dogs learn best. We excel at teaching both the
canine and the human member of each team in a
friendly and humane environment.

